Nuclear Proteome: Isolation of Intact Nuclei, Extraction of Nuclear Proteins, and 2-DE Analysis.
Proteome profiling aims to unravel the mystery of biological complexity encoded by the genome. The successful proteome profiling largely depends upon analytical approaches because single-step proteome characterization of eukaryotic cells is difficult due to the large number of proteins expressed and their complex physiochemical properties. Organellar proteomics helps in identifying a refined set of proteins by pinpointing certain activities to specific organelles, thereby increasing our knowledge of cellular processes. The reliability of a plant organelle proteome is intimately dependent on the purity of the organelle preparation. Methodological improvements in sample handling, organelle fractionation, and protein extraction are therefore crucial to plant subcellular proteomics. The nuclear proteins are organized into complex regulatory networks and perform varied cellular functions. Therefore, characterization of the nuclear proteome is an important step toward accumulating knowledge about regulation of gene expression and function. In this chapter, we present methods for the isolation of nuclei, purification of nuclear proteins, and proteome profiling that have been adapted for proteomic characterization of economically important crop species, such as chickpea.